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JAN ew Method for Determining Linear Thermal Expansion 
of Invar Geodetic Surveying Tapes 

Peter Hidnert and Richard K. Kirby 

In the new meth od an inva r t ape is heated by passing direct curren t through it while th e 
a mbient temperature is h eld con stant. Observat ions of chan ges in length and electri cal 
resistance a re taken at differen t con stant temperatures of t he t ape. The tempera t ure 
coe ffi cient of resistance of each tape is obtained experim entally or from a relationship , 
deri ved by t he a u thors, between te mperat ure coeffi cien ts of resist!1nce and mass resist ivi ties. 
The actual tempera t ures of t he tape a re determin ed from its different resistances a nd 
te mperature coeffi cien t of resistance. Coe ffi cient s of expa nsion determined by this meth od 
from 15° to 35° C a re in good agree men t wi t h t h ose obtain ed by th e method used prev iously 
at the Bureau . Wi th t he new method greate r precision is ob tain ed in a mu ch shor te r t im e 
t ha n with the old method, an d the observers are not sub jected to wid ely differen t a mbien t 
te mperatures. 

1. Introduction 

D et erminations of the linear thermal expan ion of 
50-meter geodetic tapes have been made a t the N a
tional Bureau of Standards for a half century. A 
view of the new T ape T es ting Laboratory [1, 2),1 
which has b een in use sin ce 1950, i shown in figure l. 
Up to the present time, measurements of th e lengths 
of the tapes have been made at several different 
constant t emperatures ranging from abou t 5° to 
35° C. These constant temperatures of the tapes 
were obtained by changing the ambient t emper ature 
of the ent ire laboratory . From these mea urements 
of length and tempera ture, coefficien ts of linear 
thermal expanion were derived. 

The work described in this paper was under taken 
to develop a new method for determining coeffi cien ts 
of linear thermal expansion of in var 2 geodetic tapes 
tha t would no t involve changing the ambient tem
pera ture of the laboratory. To accomplish this, 
the plan was to heat the tapes to various tempera
t ures by passing electric current tlu'ough them . 

After a preliminary investigation of some relation
ships between the thermal and electrical characteris
t ics of short pieces of invar tapes, it" was decided to 
derive the coefficients of expansion of 50-m invar 
tapes from two separate series of measurements . 
One series was of the electrical resistance of the 
tapes versus ambient temperature (ranging from 0° 
to 50° C) and the other of the linear expansion 
versus electrical resistance 3 (when direct current is 
passed through the invar tapes). 

I Figures in brackets indicate the literatu re references a t the end of t his paper. 
2 In var, a ni ckp,j steel conta ini ng about 36 percent of n ickel, has a small cacfli

e ien t of lin ear t hermal expansion ranging from abou t -O.5X l o-6 to + 2.0XIO-6 pcr 
d og C a t atmospheric temperatures. For thi s reason , in var has many applica
tions; for example, it is tl srd in t he manufactLue of geodetic tapes and wires. lengt h 
standard s, Ulf'r mostats, a nd pend ulu m rods for clocks. However, invar has two 
disad van tap;es for very precise work. Its coeffi cient of expansion and its di men 
sions may change wit h Lime or when it is subjected to one or morc cycles of heati ng 
a nd cooli ng to its init ial temperature, even t hough t he change in temperature is 
s ma ll. 

' 'I' he a tional P hysical Laboratory [3] developed a method for dete rmi ning 
the lengths of steel tapes ill terms of t beir electrical resistances wi t hout any knowl· 
edge of their tem peratures. T heir method, developed for laboratory and field 
m easurements of length, is not by itself applicable for determinations of coeffi· 
cients of t bermal ex pansion. 

2. Tapes Investigated 

The 13 invar tapes and two steel tapes listed in 
table 1 were inve tigated . The invar tapes were 6.3 
to 6.4 mm wide and 0.4 to 0. 6 mm thiclc The steel 
tapes were 6.3 mm wide and 0.3 mm thiclc 

T AB r. E 1. Description oj 50-m tapes investigated 

T ape I 
number Source and identificat ion 

I n \'ar 

1- D rh·er·IIarris Co., II 18. 
2 Keu ITel & E sser Co. , K& E 3482. 
3 KeufTei & F sser Co., K &E 34ll3. 
4- SociHl' Gcncvoise, G('neva, Swi t· 

zorland, ll8 4939. 
5 SociH~ G('nevoisC', Geneva, Swit· 

zerland , N B S 5276. 

6 Soei~t6 Gen p. voisc, Geneva, 
zerland, NB S 5277. 

Swit· 

7 Soci~t 6 Gcncvoisc, Geneva, 
zerland, N B S 5278. 

Swit· 

8 Keu ITel &: E sser Co ., K&E 62R8. 
9 KeuITel & E sser Co., K&E 6293. 

10 KeuITel & E sser Co ., K&E fJ816. 

il I Keu ITcl & E sser Co .. ](&E 6821. 
12 Keu trel &: E sser Co. , K& I~ 6839. 
13 Keu ITel & E sser Co., K&E 7211. 

Steel 

14 I Keutrel & E sser ('o'bK&E 7~29. 
15 Lufkin Rule Co. , N . S 7830. 

• Tape 1 was a piece 2.76 m lon g an d tape 4 a piece 1.61 ill long from t he in var 
ribbons from whieh t he 5O·m tapes were m ade. 

3 . Apparatus and Method 

The procedures used in obtaining measurements 
of electrical resist ance versus ambient t emperature 
and of linear expansion versus electrical resistance 
are given in this section . E ach 50-m tape was wound 
in a flat spiral having an outside diameter of about 
25 cm . The turns were electrically insulated from 
one another with adhesjve cellophane tape. The 
coiled tape was placed horizontally by itself in a 
heating and cooling cabinet with a coppe-.:- wire 
(AWG No. 12) of negligible r esist ance a ttached near 
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FIGURE 1. New NBS Tape Testing Laboratory . 

each end of the tape. These wires extended out of 
the cabinet and were connected to a portable Wheat
stone bridge for determinations of electrical resistance 
of the tapes. Four copper-constantan thermocouples 
placed at different positions near the coiled tape were 
used for determinations of temperature . The cabinet 
was heated and cooled to different temperatures 
between 0° and 50° C, and determinations of electri
cal resistance of the tape were made at various 
constant ambient temperatures in this temperature 
range, with no tension applied to the tape. 

The 50-m tape was then unwound, cleaned of 
cellophane tape, and mounted in the 50-m geodetic 
comparator in the NBS Tape Testing Laboratory. 
The tape was supported at the 0-, 25-, and 50-m points 
and was electrically insulated from the supports and 
tension apparatus. The specified tension of 15 kg 
was applied to each invar tape and specified tensions 
of 25 and 20 Ib to steel tapes 14 and 15, respectively. 
The temperature of the laboratory was maintained 
by thermostatic control at about 15° 0, and the 
actual temperature was determined several times 
during each test by means of 11 thermometers hung 
near the tape at 5-m intervals. No thermometers 
were attached to the tape. The tape was heated to 
various temperatures by passing direct current 4 

through it. The linear expansion was determined 
from observations with two micrometer microscopes 
focused on the terminal graduations defining the 
nominal 50-m interval of the tape. The electrical 
resistance corresponding to each observation of 
linear expansion was determined by the potentio
meter method indicated in figure 2. As these obser-

• For tbe tapes investigated, it was found tbat a current of about 4.2 amp for 
the invnr and about 6.0 amp for the steel tapes was required to maintain the 
~emperature 20 dog C above tbe ambient temperature (150 C). 
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FIGURE 2. Schematic diagram of potentiometer method for 
determing electrical resistance of geodetic tapes . 

vations of e).--pansion versus resistance of the tape 
can be completed in a few hOUTS,5 measurements of 
the lengths of the tape by means of the geodetic 
comparator as required in the old method are no 
longer needed for expansion determinations. The 
electrical resistance was computed from the equation 

RT= kRsET , (1) 

Es- Rs ET 
Rx 

where R7, is the resistance of the tape (in ohms) 
between the potential connections, k is the multi
plying factor of the volt box (500.075), Rx is the 
resistance of the section of the volt box connected 
across the potentiometer (6 .00 ohms) , ETis the voltage 
drop across Rx so that kET is the voltage drop across 
the tape, Rs is the resistance of the four-terminal 
current shunt (0.010007 ohm), and Es is the voltage 

• Experience has shown tbat the distance between the piers on which the 
microscopes are mounted remains quite constant over short periods 01 time. 

1 
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drop across Rs. Substituting the values for k, Rs, 
and Rx , eq (1) becomes 

(2) 

Before each observation of lineal' expansion and the 
corresponding electrical resistance, the current was 
maintained constant until the readings obtained with 
the microscopes indicated a steady' state. In the 
case of the steel tapes, satisfactory steady state 
conditions were not attained for reasons indicated 
later. 

, During the latter part of the investigation, a 
different volt box and a different four-terminal 
current shunt were used in the potentiometer 
method. The new current shunt had a resistance, 
Rs , of 0.10000 ohm. The multiplying factor, k, 
of the new volt box was 50.005, and the resistance 
of its section across the potentiometer , Rx , was 150 
ohms. These values of the tHO instruments were 
chosen so that the potentiometer could measure 
larger voltage drops, thercby increasing the accuracy 
of resistance determinations. When the new values 
for k, Rs, and Rx are substituted in eq (1) it becomes 

5.0005 ET 
(3) 

4 . Results and Discussion 

Data obtained by the new method on 2 invar 
tapes and 1 steel tape are shown in figures 3 to 5, 
inclusive. 

The bottom graph of each figure shows the ob
servations obtained on the electrical resistance of 
the tape at various ambient temperatures from about 
5° to 50° C. For each of the 13 invar tapes investi
gated, the r elation between the electrical resistance 6 

and temperature may be represented by a curve 
concave toward the temperature axis. Honkasalo 
[4] found a similar relation between the electrical 
resistance and temperature of an invar wire between 
15° and 60° C. The relation between the electrical 
resistance and temperature for the two steel tapes 
is essentially linear. Average temperature coeffi
cients of resistance of the 15 tapes for several tem
perature ranges are given in table 2. The tempera
ture coefficients of electrical resistance of the invar 
tapes decrease with increasing temperature, but the 
temperature coefficients of the steel tapes are con
stant. The coefficients of resistance of the steel 
tapes are about twice as large as those for the invar 
tapes. 

The central graphs of figures 3 to 5, inclusive, show 
the observations obtained on the linear expansion 
corresponding to changes in electrical resistance of 
the same three tapes when they were heated by 

• Experiments with two llvnr tapes indicated that an increase in tension from 
o to 15 kg caused the resistance to increase by a small, bnt negligible, amount. 
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TABLE 2. T emperature coe:fficients of electrical resistance of 
invar • and steel surveying tapes 

A verage tern perature coeffi cients of electrical 
Tape resistance per deg 0 

Number 

I I 15° to 25° 0 15° t035° 0 15° to 45° C 

Invar 

1 0.00166 0.00163 0.00161 
2 . 00156 . 00152 .00150 
3 .00144 .00141 .00137 
4 . 00146 .00142 . 00140 
5 . 00179 .00178 ~ - ---- -- -- --
6 . 00184 . 00177 .00172 
7 . 00176 .00167 . 00103 
8 .00142 .00140 -- -- --.-----
9 . 00144 .00139 ----.-.-----

10 . 00149 . 00142 ------------

11 . 00146 . 00142 -- ---_. --- --
12 . 00141 .00138 .00136 
13 .00159 .00149 .- -- ---- --- -

Steel 

14 

I 
0.00315 

I 
0.003 15 

I 
0.003 15 

15 . 00306 . 00306 . 00306 

• Hunter [5] stated that th o temperature coefficient of electrical resistivity of 
in var is of the order of 0.0012 per deg C "over the range of low expansivlty." 
The following temperature coefficients of electrical resistance for all invar wire 
were computed from data obtaIned by Honkasa lo [4] : 0.00194, 0.001 9, and 0.00184 
for t he ranges from 15° to 25°, 15° to 35°, aJld 15° to 45° 0, respectively. 

passing direct current through them. The straight 
lines and the curve indicate the relations between 
linear expansion and change in electrical resistance 
of the tapes. 

'\iVhen passing a current of 1 amp or more through 
stecl tapes 14 and 15, it was impossible to determine 
their lineal' e)",])ansion with the same absolute pre
cision as for the inval' tapes. Larg\e fluctuations in 
length were observed at the microscope focused on 
the 50-m graduation of each of these tapes, when the 
other end of each tape was clamped in a fLxed position. 
These variations in length of the steel tapes were 
caused by momentary temperature changes produced 
chiefly by air-convection currents around the tapes. 
Slight or no fluctuations in length of the invar tapes 
were observed because their coefficients of expansion 
are very small, about one-thirtieth that of the steel 
tapes. 

The straight lines and the curve in the top graphs 
of figures 3 to 5, inclusive, represent the relations 
between linear expansion and temperature, which 
were derived from the relations indicated in the lower 
graphs of these figures . Table 3 gives average 
coefficients of linear thermal expansion obtained from 
the top graphs of the figures. This table also 
includes coefficients of expan<;ion for these tapes on 
other tests and for four other tapes from similar data. 

After the determinations of the coefficients of 
expansion of 5 invar and 2 steel tapes had been com
pleted by the new method, determinations of the 
coefficients of expansion of these tapes were made by 
the former (old) method. In this former method, 
the temperature of each tape was determined from 
the readings of 11 thermometers. Two of these 



TABLE 3. Coe.tficients of linear thermal expansion of fiv e i nvar 
and two steel surveying tapes by new method 

AverAge 

'i'ppe T est T empera· coemcient 
of expan · number nUJT!ber Ito ture ran ge sion ref 

dcg C 

Invar 

° c 
L ..... { 1 15 to 35 0.36XI()-6 

2 15 to 35 . 39 

3 ... .. .. { 

1 15 to 35 .62 
b 2 15 to 35 .60 

3 15 to 35 .57 
b 4 15 to 35 .58 

6 ..... .. 1 15 to 35 .16 

1. ..... { 1Ef 15 to 35 .16 
1C 15 to 35 .12 

12 ...... { 1 15 to 35 . 35 
b 2 15 to 35 . 39 

Steel 

14 ..... { 1H 15 to 28 lO.2 
lC 15 to 28 9.8 

15 ...... { 

1H 15 to 35 11. 7 
IC 15 to 35 12.1 
2 15 to 30 12. 8 
3 15 to 23 lO.7 

• H indicates that the coefficient of expa nsion was obtained on heatin g and C, 
0 11 C'Joling. In cases where H or C are not indicated, coefficients of expansion 
were obtained from data on both heatin g and cooling . 

b A different volt box and a different four·terminal current shnnt were uscd for 
this test. 

thermomenters, each weighing 45 g, were attached to 
the tape 1 m inside the terminal graduations. The 
remaining nine thermometers were suspended in close 
proximity to the tape at 5-m intervals from 5 to 45 
m along the length of the tape. T he following hori
zontal tensions were used in both methods: 15 kg 
for the invar tapes, 25 Ib for steel tape 14, and 20 Ib 
for steel tape 15. 

The coefficients of expansion of the tapes by the 
former (old) method were obtained from the deter
minations of the lengths of the tapes at ambient 
temperatures of 20°, 15°, 35°, and 25° C. These 
lengths were measured by comparison with a distance 
of 50 m determined by means of a 5-m steel standard 
on each day that measurements were made. This 
5-m bar was packed in melting ice to maintain it at 
0° C. The apparatus and the tapes were kept in the 
Tape Testing Laboratory with the ambient tempera
ture maintained within ± 0.5 deg C. Observed 
values for the length of a 50-m tape at each tempera
ture seldom vary more than about ± 25 microns 7 

from the mean, the greatest differences in length 
usually occurring between values obtained on differ
ent days. After the ambient temperature of the 
laboratory was changed to another constant tem
perature, several days were allowed for the equip
ment. to reach equilibrium conditions. The time 
between the first observations at 20° C and the final 
observations at 25 ° C for these seven tapes was 24 
days. 

Figures 6 to 8, inclusive. show the observed linear 

7 Contributing causes that could account for these variations in length arc 
cbanges in tempera ture, lUlevcn distribution of temperature, sma1l variable 
frictional effects in the tension pulleys and the support pulleys, errors ill the de· 
termin ation of the 5O·m interval with the 5·m bar, and dimensional in stability of 
the tape. 
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FIGURE 3. Observed and derived data on invar geodetic 
tape 6 by new method (second test) . 

0 , heatin!,; e, cooling. 

A, Observed electrical resi~tan ce (ohms per 51.8 meter~) versus temperature. 
n, Obsen 'ed linear ex pansion (microns per 50 meters) versus change in electrieal 
resistance (ohm per 50.4 meter s) from resistance at 150 C. The tape was beated 
by pa" ing direct electric current through it. C, Derived relation between 
linear expansion (microns p~r 50 meters) a nd temperature, obtained from tbe 
obser\'ed data in A and B. 

thermal expansion of 2 lllvar tapes and 1 steel tape 
by the former method. These tapes are the same as 
those indicated in figures 3 to 5, inclusive, showing 
data obtained by the new method. Straight lines 
representing relations between linear expansion and 
temperature for invar tape 6 and steel tape 14 were 
obtained by both methods. Curves representing 
rclations between lineal' expansion and temperature 
for in val' tape 12 were obtained by both methods. 

Table 4 gives a comparison of the coefficients of 
linear thermal expansion of 5 invar tapes and 2 steel 
tapes by the new method with those obtained by the 
former method. The values of the coefficients of ex
pansion of the invar tapes are in good agreement 
by the two methods. The average difference be
tween the coefficients of expansion of the 5 invar 
tapes by the 2 methods is 0.03 X 10-6• 
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FIGU R E 4. Observed and deri ved data 1Jon invar -: geodetic 
tape 12 by new method (second test) . 

0, beating; . , cooling. 

A,Obser ved electr ic~ l resistance (ohms per 51. 2 meters) versus temperature. 
B, 0 bserved linear expansion (microns per 50 meters) versus change in electrical 
resistance (ohm per 50.4 meters) [rom resistance at 15· C. 'rhe tape was heated 
by passin g direct electr ic current through it. C, Derived relation between 
linear expansion (microns per 50 meters) and tem perature, obtained from the 
obser ved data in A and B. 
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FIG U R E 6. Observed linear thermal expansion of invar goedetic 
tape 6 by former method. 
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F I GURE 5. Observed and derived data on steel surveying 
ta pe 14 by new method. 

0, heating; . , cooling. 

,\. Observed electrical resistance (ohms per 52.2 meters) versus temperature 
B, Observccl li near expansion (microns pcr 50 mcirrs) versus change in electrical 
resistance ~ohm per 50.4 meters) from resistance at I.,· C. T he tape was heated 
by passing direct elect.ric current t hrough it. C . Der ived relat ion between 
linea r ex pansion (microns per 50 meters) and temperature, obtained from the 
observed data in A and B. 
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FIGURE 7. Observed linear thermal expansion of invar geodetic 
tape 12 by fonner method. 
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tape 14 by former method. 

TABLE 4. Comparison of coefficients of linear thermal ex
pa.nsion of invar and steel surveying tapes by new and former 
methods 

T ape 
number 

2 
3 
6 
7 

12 
14 
15 

Material 

Invar __ _____________________ _ _ 
... .. do .. . . . .. . .. .. . ........ . .. . 
.. .. . do .. ...................... . 
. . . . . do .. ...... . ... . ........ . .. . 
.. __ . do __ __ . __ . ______ . . ______ . . . 
SteeL __ . __ ... ______ ... ____ .. __ 

__ . •. do ____ ________________ . __ __ 

Average coefficients of expan
sion per degree C from 15° 

to 35° C 

New method a Former method 

0.38XIO-' 
.59 
.16 
.14 
.37 

b 10.0 
, 11. 8 

0.4l X I0-' 
.65 
.15 
. 13 
. 41 

11. 4 
11. 9 

• Values in th is column arc averages of thc yalues in last column of table 3. 
b From 15° to 28° C. 
• For t.hree t.emperatnre ranges (15° to 35°, 15° to 30°, and 15' to 23° C). 

The probable error of the coefficients of expansion 
of the invar tapes by the new method is approxi
mately O.01 X lO - 6, which is about half as large as 
that of the coefficients of e}..llansion determined by 
the former method. The lower probable error of the 
coefficients of expansion obtained by the new method 
may be credited to the fact that the linear expansion 
is measured directly in a short t ime, whereas in the 
former method, cumulative errors occurred in the 
measurement of the lengths of the tapes at each 
temperature. 

Honkasalo [4] indicated that when an invar wire 
is subjected to rapid changes in temperature, the 
wire expands or contracts more than is presupposed 
by the coefficient of expansion, but the invar wire 
slowly regains the length set by the coefficient of 
expansion. H e stated that if the effect due to 
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FIGU RE 9. R elation between average temperature coefficient 
of electrical resistance (15° to 35° C) and mass resistivity at 
15° C of invar tapes. 

Sec equations 4 and 5. 

hysteresis has not died down, the measurement will 
give a greater coefficient of expansion than that 
based on a change in temperature over a longer 
period of time. For stabilized 8 inval' tapes, the 
effect due to thermal hysteresis may be very small. 
Invar tapes used for precision measurements should 
from time to time be submitted to a standardizing 
laboratory for redeterminations of length. 

In the course of this investigation, an empirical 
relationship was observed between the temperature 
coefficient of electrical resistance and mass resis
tivity 9 of the invar tapes investigated. If it is 
assumed that this relationship holds for all invar 
tapes of the usual composition, it can be used to 
obtain temperature coefficients of resistance, and 
thus the t ime involved in the determinations of 
coefficients of thermal expansion will be reduced . 
The relationship shown in figure 9 indicates that the 
temperature coefficient of electrical resistance (15° 
to 35 0 C), ex, decreases linearly with increase in the 
mass resistivity (at 15° C), rm. The equation 

ex=O.00850-0.001096rm (4) 

was derived by the method of least squares from the 
data on all of the invar tapes investigated. The 
probable errol' of ex is ± O.00003. 

81n ordf'r to reduce to a nl inimum the dimensional chan ges of invar wires on 
aging, Guillaume [6, 7J subjected them to a moderately elevated temperature for 
a prolonged time, for example 100° C for sevcral days, and tben allowed tbem to 
cool gradually to room temperature over an interval ofabollt 3 mon tbs. Lement., 
Roberts, and AVNbaeh l8J recently recommended the following treatmen t for 
iu""r in order to achieve satisfactory stress relief and high dimensional stabili ty: 
(a) 8300 C, 30 minutes, water quench; (b) 315° C, 1 hour, air cool; and (c) 95° C, 
48 hours, air cool. 

, Mass reSistivity, product of resistance per unit length and mass per unit 
lp-Ilgth expressed in thL~ paper as ohm·grame/meter', is a constant tbat is charac· 
teristic of the alloy (chemical composition and probably trentment). 
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As most of the invar tapes investigated have mass 
resistiviti~s between 6.3 and 6.6 ohm-grams/meter 2, 

the equatIOn 
a = O.00585 - 0.000686rm (5) 

~erived from the data on these tapes may be used 
ill preference to eq (4) for invar tapes within this 
range.lO The probable error of a from this equation 
is only ± O.OOOOl. For tapes having very small 
coefficients of thermal expansion, it is obviously not 
necessary to know the temperature coefficient of 
resistance as accurately as is required for tapes having 
large coefficients of thermal expansion. 

On account of inhomogeneity (due to variations in 
chemical composition, heat treatment, mechanical 
treatment, etc.) along the length of an invar tape, 
the authors recommend that a determination of the 
coefficient of thermal expansion of the entire tape 
should ~e made. This recommendation is in agree
ment wIth Bonsdorff [9], who has shown that the 
coefficient of thermal expansion of a long invar tape 
or wire determined on its entire length cannot be 
assumed to be the same as that determined on a I-m 
portion of the same tape or wire. 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

1. A new method for determining coefficients of 
linear thermal expansion of invar tapes has been 
developed. 

2. T emperature coefficients of electrical resistance 
of invar tapes were determined first, and then de
terminations of linear expansion versus change in 
electrical resistance (when direct curren t was passed 
through the tapes) were made while the temperature 
of the laboratory itself was maintained at 15 ° C. 
Micrometer microscopes were used in the observa
tions of the lineal' expansion and a potentiometer 
method was used in detenninations of the correspond
ing electrical resistance. 

3. Coefficients of lineal' thermal expansion of invar 
tapes were derived from the temperature coefficients 
of electrical resistance and the relations between 
linear expansion and change in electrical resistance. 

4. The coefficients of expansion of invar tapes by 
the new method are in good agreement with those 
obtained by the old method (table 4). For the pro
cedure that has thus far been devised for the new 
method the probable error of the coefficients of ex
pansion is about O.OI X I0 - 6• 

10 Forty invflr tapes WE'r e tested after this investigation was completed, and 
tbeir mass res istivities were fo und to be within the range 6.36 to 6. 51 ohm·grams; 
metrrs2. 

5. With the new method, the time required to 
make the determinations is considerably reduced and 
the observers are not subjected to widely different 
and uncomfortable ambient temperatures. 

6. Data reported in the paper show that the tem
perature coefficient of electrical resistance of invar 
tapes decreases linearly with increase in the mass 1'e
si~ti vity. The use of this relationship (eq 4 or 5) 
Wlll further reduce the time required to make de
terminations. 

7. It is recommended that one or more invar tapes 
with known coefficients of expansion, preferably 
O.~ X ~O -6 per deg C or larger, be used in conjunction 
WIth lllvar tapes on which coefficients of expansion 
are to be determined by the new method, for check
ing the determinations. 

The authors gratefully acknowledge their indebted
ness to I. C. Gardner and L . V. Judson for their ad
vice and encouragement during the development of 
the new method, to C. Peterson and F. K . Han'is for 
their advice regarding determinations of electrical re
sistance, to R. F . Ackermann and J. S. Beers for as
sistance in the experimental work, and to H. F. 
Stimson for his helpful comments. 
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